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Abstract

In this paper, I evaluate whether salience induces loss aversion among taxpayers.
Using annual register data from 2013-2017 for taxpayers reporting tradable securities,
E-filing taxpayers are shown to exhibit bunching on the surplus side of the zero final tax
balance. A corresponding excess mass is not found for paper filers. Considering previous
evidence and theoretical predictions, this points in the direction of loss aversion induced
by salience in the E-filing service. Further, the E-filing service reduces capital gains
of taxpayers by on average 24%. However, this paper cannot clearly identify whether
E-filers use manipulation of capital reports to evade taxes. The decrease in capital gains
can to a negligible extent be attributed to assistance by the E-filing service in reducing
suboptimal choice in the calculation of buying prices, resulting in legal reductions of
capital gains.
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1 Introduction

In 2003 the Swedish Tax Agency introduced online filing (E-filing) as an alternative to the
traditional paper filing, and today the former accounts for 87% of individual tax declarations
(Skatteverket 2019). From a taxpayer’s perspective, there are many benefits of E-filing. The
service removes the need to manage paper annexes, it gathers all updated information and
makes calculations of tax balance automatically when taxpayers make deductions and other
amendments. However, an internal report by the Swedish Tax Agency (Skatteverket 2014)
shows that audited E-filers cannot, to the same extent as paper filers, verify their reported
tradable security (Swedish “värdepappershandel”) transactions. This could either be due to
a selection effect, which the cross-sectional results do not account for, or a causal effect,
that E-filing induces taxpayers to manipulate their capital reports.

Research has shown that the way information is presented to agents affects their actions
(see for instance Kahneman et al. 1982, Thaler & Sunstein 2008, Chetty et al. 2009, Alm
et al. 2010). Salience bias, which arises from features of color, form, or other characteristics
that attract excessive attention, has been shown to alter the judgment of agents (Kahneman
et al. 1982, Chetty et al. 2009). When taxpayers report capital gains, the provision and
presentation of information to paper- and E-filers differ. Once an E-filer submits the report
of traded securities, the taxpayer receives information about updated tax balance in a
rectangular box located in the top right corner of the webpage. The box shows the updated
tax balance, with a green background1 in case of a surplus and a red background in case of
a deficit, which makes it unlikely not to take notice of. The E-filing taxpayer can then freely
modify the capital report, and the service will automatically sum the changes and provide
an updated balance. Thus, the E-filer has full knowledge of the final tax balance before
submitting the declaration. This piece of salient information is not provided to paper filers
who are only endowed with a preliminary balance and must after that manually calculate
updated balances.

Two fundamental parts of Prospect Theory, founded by Kahneman & Tversky (1979),
are reference dependence and loss aversion. The final tax balance, which is displayed to E-
filers, has in previous literature been shown to be a reference point to taxpayers (Engström
et al. 2015, Rees-Jones 2018), meaning that deviations from this point are coded as gains and
losses. When deviating from the reference point, loss aversion predicts that agents derive
more disutility from losses than utility from gains of equal size. In a paper by Engström
et al. (2015) this is demonstrated by a higher probability of taxpayers facing a preliminary
deficit to make a deduction for "other expenses for earning employment income" compared

1The box has since the tax year of 2015 had the feature of a shifting green and red background. Prior to
this, the final tax balance was provided to E-filers, but they had to click on the button "tax calculations".
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to a taxpayer facing a surplus. Taxpayers facing a deficit thus exhibit a higher marginal
utility of money, in line with loss aversion. In a similar vein, Rees-Jones (2018) applies a
bunching method to estimate manipulation by taxpayers around the zero final tax balance.
His estimates indicate that taxpayers facing a preliminary deficit reduce their tax liability
with on average 34$ more than taxpayers facing a surplus, in accordance with loss aversion.

Considering previous evidence, it is conceivable there are causal effects of E-filing on
the reporting behavior of taxpayers from an increased salience of the reference point. In
this paper, I evaluate this using annual register data from the Swedish Tax Agency for
wage earners who reported traded security transactions during 2013-2017. The bunching
estimator is used to identify loss aversion from potential manipulation in the self-reported
final tax balance data. Such manipulation can be through multiple channels as an increase in
the propensity to claim deductions, as seen in Engström et al. (2015), or by the manipulation
of capital gains. Thus, in addition, a difference-in-differences approach is used to estimate
potential causal effects of E-filing on the reporting of capital transactions.

The results provide evidence of bunching on the surplus side of the zero final tax balance
among E-filing taxpayers. This excess mass is estimated to 11.7%. A corresponding mass
is not evident among paper filers. This points in the direction of loss aversion induced by
salience in the E-filing service. The shift in the final tax balance distribution of E-filers
cannot clearly be attributed to illegal tax manipulation of capital gains. However, the
results show that E-filing decreases capital gains. This decrease is to a small part attributed
to a reduction in suboptimal choice in the reporting method of buying prices since E-filing
significantly increases the use of flat-rate taxation. This is likely due to the option of
assistance in the calculation of buying prices and automatic choice of the tax-minimizing
method of the E-filing service. However, the degree of explanation from this channel is
estimated to 0.26%, which is negligible in comparison to the average decrease from E-filing
(24%).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature
and presents the contribution of this paper. Chapter 3 presents the data used and the
institutional setting. Chapter 4 sets out the theoretical framework and predictions. Chapter
5 discusses the methodology. Chapter 6 presents descriptive statistics. Chapter 7 presents
the results. Chapter 8 concludes the findings of this paper.
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2 Literature Review

This section presents previous literature related to this paper, with a focus on empirical
evidence and theory. The finishing subsection states the contribution of this paper.

2.1 Previous Literature

2.1.1 E-filing

Research regarding potential effects of E-filing on taxpayer behavior is limited to a few
papers. These papers are not specifically addressing causal effects on deductions or ma-
nipulation of tax liability. For instance, an internal report by the Swedish Tax Agency
(Skatteverket 2014) addresses taxpayers reporting of traded securities from random audits
from 2006-2008. The cross-sectional results show that paper- and E-filers both make errors
when filing their capital transactions. However, they make different types of errors. Paper
filers make administrative errors such as filling in annexes incorrectly. The E-filing service
removes these mistakes due to automation of a large part of the filing procedure. The only
remaining task for E-filers is to report the buying price of the asset. However, the audits
show that E-filers cannot to the same extent as paper filers verify their reported buying
prices and the errors of E-filers are more frequently self-serving. These results could be due
to selection, that taxpayers who are more prone to misreport transactions have selected to
file online, which the applied method does not account for.

Further, Kopczuk & Pop-Eleches (2007) exploit variation in the introduction of state
E-filing programs across the U.S. and estimate an average introduction effect of 12% on
the participation in the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). The authors point out that this
could be due to increased information online about the program and decreased participation
costs. In another descriptive study, Warren (2016) addresses differences in deduction behav-
ior between self-preparing taxpayers and taxpayers using a tax agent. The author finds that
the self-preparers had substantial surges over a ten-year period in the incidence of deduc-
tions with no corresponding increase for taxpayers using a tax agent. The period coincides
with the introduction of online filing, and the author stresses the need for a detailed study
to explain the rise in deduction incidence among self-preparers.

2.1.2 Salience and Loss Aversion

It has been shown in different settings that the way information is presented to agents
matter in their decision-making process. Lab experiments (Alm et al. 2010, McKee et al.
2018) on the effects of information on tax compliance show that when subjects in a mimicked
tax environment receive more information about their liabilities, which reduces uncertainty,
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compliance rates increase. Chetty et al. (2013) show that increased knowledge about the
EITC has a substantial impact on wage-earning decisions. The knowledge of the EITC
across the U.S. is proxied by the degree of excess bunching among self-employed taxpayers
at different EITC levels that provide kinks in incentives. Reporting data on movers from
mid- to top decile knowledge areas show that the knowledge gap instantly decreases by 53%.
Chetty et al. (2009) evaluates the effect of salience on consumer decision making. This by
an experiment where price-tags of chosen products, that normally exclude taxes (added at
checkout), included taxes for three weeks. The experiment design makes use of other product
categories in-store and similar categories in other stores as controls. Using a difference-in-
differences method, the effect of including taxes in price tags is estimated to reduce demand
by around 8% (quantity and revenues). The authors derive this to salience and inattention
by conducting an in-store survey which shows that consumers are well informed about taxes
being added at the counter.

A piece of information provided to E-filers but not to paper filers is the final tax balance
which sums all the deductions, capital transactions and other amendments made. This
information has been shown in previous literature (Engström et al. 2015, Rees-Jones 2018)
to be a reference point to taxpayers. The concept of reference points is a fundamental
part of Prospect Theory, founded by Kahneman & Tversky (1979), which incorporates
systematic deviations of agents from standard utility theory when making decisions while
facing risk. A reference point is the coding of a target by an agent from which deviations
are perceived as losses and gains. When deviating from this point, the theory predicts
that agents experience loss aversion, meaning that they from an equally sized positive and
negative deviation derive more disutility from the loss than utility from the gain. In other
words, the utility function (called value function under Prospect Theory) kinks downwards
at the reference point. Reference dependence and loss aversion have also been shown to
predict behavior in a risk-free environment (Tversky & Kahneman 1991).

Using a regression kink and discontinuity design, Engström et al. (2015) find that
Swedish taxpayers behave in a loss averse manner when filing their taxes. When faced
with a small negative preliminary deficit (loss), taxpayers exhibit a higher probability of
making a deduction for "other expenses for earning employment income" compared to tax-
payers facing a small surplus (gain). Taxpayers thus put more effort into getting rid of
losses. Rees-Jones (2018) also shows that the zero final tax balance is a significant reference
point to American taxpayers. A taxpayer facing a preliminary deficit on average files for 34$
more reduction than a taxpayer with a preliminary surplus which results in bunching around
the zero final tax balance. Considering that Rees-Jones (2018) uses data from 1979-1990
for U.S. taxpayers and that the IRS expanded their E-filing service nationwide in 1990, his
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evidence of loss aversion is for paper filers.

2.2 Contribution

In the past fifteen years, the shift from paper to E-filing has been striking, and the efficiency
gains are obvious. However, empirical evidence regarding potential causal effects of E-filing
on taxpayer behavior is scarce and incomplete. Previous literature shows that, despite the
predictions of the rational agent model, agents are responsive to salience, accessibility of
information, and reference points. Thus, it is conceivable that the online filing service in
its present shape could make taxpayers worse decision makers from a societal perspective.
An important policy question is if the information box should continue to be provided to
taxpayers in its present shape. Hence, using a quasi-experimental design, this paper aims
to answer the key research question; does salience induce loss aversion among taxpayers?
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3 Institutional Setting and Data

This section starts by describing the institutional setting a taxpayer is faced with when
reporting capital gains, and recent changes in this environment. The second part of this
section presents the data used in this paper.

3.1 Institutional Setting

According to Swedish law, after a realization of a traded security the transaction and poten-
tial capital gain or loss must be reported to the Tax Agency by the taxpayer the following
year (excluding traded equity funds which are fully reported by a third party). Part of the
report, the selling price, is after the finished tax year provided by a third party (the broker)
and the taxpayer gets this information on the tax declaration with a reminder to report the
buying price. The taxpayer has two alternatives to choose from when reporting the buying
price. First, the taxpayer can use actual buying prices, i.e., what the securities were bought
for including brokerage. If the same stock has been bought on different occasions, the tax-
payer is required to calculate an average buying price. In this process, the E-filing taxpayer
can make use of an aiding service to calculate an average price. Second, the taxpayer can
for some securities2 use a 20% flat-rate of the selling price as the reported buying price.
This option is available to taxpayers who, for example, lack verification for buying prices,
but can be used favorably if the value of securities has increased by more than 400%. In the
online filing service, this calculation can be made automatically by clicking on an icon with
a calculator. Furthermore, if the E-filing taxpayer uses the aiding service, the calculated
average buying price is compared with the option of flat-rate taxation, and then the higher
of the two values is put into the annex. When paper-filing, average and flat-rate buying
prices must be calculated and compared manually.

Once the taxpayer has reported buying prices in the annex "K4", capital gains and losses
are summed. Gains are taxed by the flat capital tax rate of 30%. Losses are deductible to
70% up to a certain threshold, and the tax reduction is of 30% (considering 70% deductibility
the effective tax reduction is 21%). After the taxpayer has summed the capital gains and
losses, an updated account balance can be calculated. The E-filing taxpayer gets the updated
balance automatically displayed in a box in the top right corner showing a green background
in case of a surplus and a red background in case of a deficit (see example in Appendix Figure
A1). The E-filer can then choose to revise the annexes or make further deductions until
the declaration has been submitted. If the taxpayer is filing on paper, the calculation (if
preferred) must be made manually3 which requires time and effort.

2Including stocks, index bonds, etc.
3Paper filers can also use a tax calculator (online) which requires the taxpayer to fill in all the numbers
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The number of disposals from the traditional stocks- and fund account doubled in 2012
following the introduction of the "ISK" (Swedish "investeringssparkontot") the 1st of Jan-
uary the same year (Skatteverket 2014). The ISK facilitates the reporting of traded se-
curities by not requiring the taxpayer to file a report of realized transactions on the K4
the subsequent year but instead charging a default interest rate. The interest rate set at
the introduction of the ISK was (and remains) low compared to the standard capital gains
tax. After its introduction, the transition to the ISK has continued in subsequent years
(Skatteverket 2014).

3.2 Data Source

In this paper, register data from the Swedish Tax Agency for wage earners, defined as tax-
payers without self-reported income, with traded security reports during 2013-2017 is used.
The original sample contains 2,629,913 observations and the final sample after excluding
taxpayers with self-reported income and taxpayers that were taxed by estimation, due to
non-compliance, contains 2,187,304 observations4. The variables that I have access to in-
clude the outcome variables, final tax balance and reported capital gains, and the treatment
variable, filing service used. Further, I have access to covariates such as taxable employment
income, gender, age, and county.

manually. Thus, it is not comparable to the automatic calculation provided by the E-filing service.
4Data restrictions specific to the different estimators used are described in the methodology section.

Descriptive statistics of different samples are presented in Chapter 6.
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4 Theoretical Framework

The final tax balance, f , is a function of:

f = p+ c− d (1)

where p is the preliminary tax balance, c is the tax value from the reported capital trans-
actions and d is the tax reduction from additional deductions.

Assume two taxpayers, P and E, who both have sold tradable assets which in the subse-
quent year is to be reported to the tax agency. Taxpayer P uses paper filing, and taxpayer
E uses E-filing. Both taxpayers receive information about p in their mailbox and are then
to file c and d to get f . Taxpayer P fills in the correct paper annexes, makes calculations
about f manually (optional) and then post the finished declaration and additional annexes
to the tax agency. When the tax agency receives the declaration it is scanned and adminis-
tered, after that Taxpayer P receives information about f . Taxpayer E uses the online filing
service and reports the buying prices and then automatically receives information about f
before submitting the declaration. The tax agency administers the declaration and then
sends information about f to taxpayer E.

Taxpayer P will know p, c, and d, but will not get f automatically provided. To find
out f , P has to make time-consuming calculations that require effort. Thus, for taxpayer P,
uncertainty might remain about f until receiving information from the tax agency. Taxpayer
E will know p, c, d, and automatically have full information about f before submitting the
declaration. This information increases the salience of the reference point, f = 0, to taxpayer
E.

The final tax balance is self-reported and thus possible to manipulate through c or d.
Manipulation from reference dependence causing a shift in the distribution can be identified
visually and estimated using a bunching estimator (further discussed in the methodology
section). Total bunching around a reference point depends on:

B = B(e, φ, r, x) (2)

(Kleven 2016)

where e is the structural elasticity, φ is the optimization cost, r is the reference point (f=0)
and x is a vector of the observable variable (f) and its counterfactual density. In my setting,
φ differs between paper- and E-filers. E-filers will know their final balance without extra
effort before submitting their declaration while paper filers have to calculate their final
balance manually to get the same information. Further, E-filers can update filed annexes
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while paper filers have to fill in new paper annexes. The φ of paper filers will thus be higher,
which decreases the expected bunching.

∂B

∂ φ
< 0 (3)

Thus, a hypothesis regarding the effects of filing service used is that bunching around the
reference point should be higher among E-filing taxpayers due to the salient provision of f .
This would be in line with Chetty et al. (2009) where consumer demand was shown to be
reduced when taxes were included in price-tags instead of added at checkout. Adjustment of
the self-reported final tax balance can be obtained through multiple channels such as putting
extra effort into additional deductions, as seen in Engström et al. (2015)5, or manipulation
of capital reports. In this paper, the effects of salience and loss aversion on the latter,
manipulation of capital transactions, is evaluated. This is of interest considering indicative
descriptive evidence (Skatteverket 2014). Accordingly, E-filers are hypothesized to report
lower capital balances than paper filers. Taxpayers are thus hypothesized to deviate from
expected utility theory in two ways; First, considering previous evidence (Rees-Jones 2018,
Engström et al. 2015), taxpayers are hypothesized to be loss averse. Second, taxpayers are
hypothesized to respond to salience and thus to be limited in their attention and ability to
gather information.

5The threshold amount of expenses required for being eligible a deduction for "other expenses for earning
employment income", as in the paper by Engström et al. (2015), changed from 1,000 to 5,000 SEK in 2007.
This caused a dramatic decrease in the number of taxpayers making this specific deduction.
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5 Methodology

To measure the effects of salience and loss aversion among taxpayers, a bunching estimator,
and a difference-in-differences estimator is used for identification. This section presents the
econometric approach, parameters of interest, and restrictions made in the data for specific
purposes.

5.1 Bunching Estimator

The bunching estimator is a suitable method for identifying incentives when an outcome is
self-reported and thus possible to manipulate. Practically, bunching estimation comprises
fitting a counterfactual distribution to the observed outcomes by extrapolating a curve
from the observed local density above and below the excluded bunching area (selected from
visual inspection). The degree of adjustment in the self-reported outcome causing the shift
in the distribution can then be estimated. In the past ten years, researchers have started
making use of large datasets to estimate rational and (by expected utility theory) irrational
bunching behavior at kink points. The first paper to make use of register data to study
bunching among taxpayers was Saez (2010) who found evidence of excess bunching among
self-employed taxpayers around the first kink point of the U.S. Earned Income Tax Credit.
Bastani & Selin (2014) found similar results using Swedish register data. The absence of
bunching among wage earners indicates that the estimated effects are due to reporting rather
than real labor supply changes (Bastani & Selin 2014, Saez 2010).

In this paper, the bunching estimator is used to evaluate whether salience induces loss
aversion among taxpayers, which would be indicated by heterogeneous bunching for paper-
and E-filing taxpayers. My estimation procedures follows Allen et al. (2017), Bastani &
Selin (2014) which builds upon Chetty et al. (2011). A fundamental part about bunching
is the estimation of the counterfactual distribution, Ĉj , which is estimated from:

Cj(1 + 1[j > R]
B̂N∑∞

j=R+1Cj
=

q∑
i=0

βi(Zj)
i +

R∑
i=−R

γi1[Zj = i] + εj (4)

(Chetty et al. 2011)

where Cj is the number of taxpayers in final tax balance bin j, Zj is the distance in the
number of bins to the zero final tax balance, q is the polynomial order and R is the width
of the excluded bunching area around the reference point that is to be estimated. B̂N is an
estimated number of excess taxpayers bunching at the kink and a reduced form estimation
of (2), specifically:
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B̂N =
R∑

j=−R
Cj − Ĉj (5)

Where Ĉj is the number of taxpayers in the estimated counterfactual final tax balance bin j.
Since B̂N is a function of βi, the dependent variable of (4) is dependent on βi. To solve this,
(4) is estimated using an iterative process and a bootstrap procedure to get the standard
errors (Chetty et al. 2011). As sensitivity analysis the excluded region can be altered and
different bin size can be tested (Kleven 2016).

The counterfactual distribution (4) is constructed to correct for the shift in the distribu-
tion from the right-hand side of the reference point (loss domain) to avoid overestimation of
the excess bunching. This by restricting that the area of the counterfactual must be equal
to the area of the observed distribution (Chetty et al. 2011). The counterfactual distribu-
tion is assumed to be smooth and continuous and represent what the observed distribution
would have been in the absence of an incentive. To calculate a weighted measure of the
excess bunching, Allen et al. (2017) simply divides the actual number of observations with
the counterfactual number of observations, that is:

%ExcessMass =
(B̂N +

∑R
j=−R Ĉj)∑R

j=−R Ĉj

=

∑R
j=−R Cj∑R
j=−R Ĉj

(6)

Two restrictions are made for final tax balance variable. First, the idea with the bunching
estimation is that the estimated counterfactual distribution represents what the observed
distribution would have been in the absence of a reference point at the zero final tax balance.
If any policies change at the reference point, this assumption might get violated, and the
resulting estimate will then be a reduced form effect (Kleven 2016). To avoid bunching that
is not due to loss aversion but other confounding factors, I remove all taxpayers with a zero
tax liability since the zero final tax balance serves as a floor for tax liability in particular
cases. Further, all taxpayers with employment income of zero will tend to end up with a
liability around zero, which is not due to loss aversion. Thus, I exclude these observations
as well. These restrictions follow previous literature (Rees-Jones 2018).

5.2 Difference-in-Differences Estimator

The difference-in-differences (DID) estimator, is a suitable method for evaluating if there
is a causal effect that taxpayers who start to file their taxes online decrease their reported
capital gains. Practically, DID imply comparing differences in an outcome variable between
a treatment and a control group following the treatment. The identifying assumption when
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conducting such analysis is that in the absence of treatment, the outcomes of the two groups
would have evolved in the same way. This cannot be tested explicitly since researchers
can never observe the counterfactual outcomes of the groups (the fundamental evaluating
problem) but comparing trends in the outcome variable for the two groups when having the
same treatment can evaluate the credibility of the identifying assumption. The difference-
in-differences estimator is defined as:

Yit = αi + λTt + δ(Gi ∗ Tt) + εit (7)

Where Y is the outcome variable, α is the individual level fixed effect, T is a dummy
for treatment period, G is treatment group of individual i and δ is the DID-parameter
estimated by interacting treatment group with treatment period.

In my setting, data for taxpayers who have reported traded securities for three consec-
utive years (t−1, t=0, t+1) is selected. Within this sample, changes in outcome variables
are compared between a group of E-filers and a group of paper filers in t=0. The groups are
selected so that both groups filed their taxes on paper in t−1 and online in t+1. Thus, I can
evaluate the credibility of the identifying assumption by comparing differences in the out-
come variables prior to- and post-treatment. This restriction, combined with the available
data for 2013-2017, provides me with three cohorts of treatment and control groups.

Table 1: Cohorts of Treatment- and Control Groups

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Cohort 1 Paper Split E-file - -
t − 1 t = 0 t + 1 - -

Cohort 2 - Paper Split E-file -
- t − 1 t = 0 t + 1 -

Cohort 3 - - Paper Split E-file
- - t − 1 t = 0 t + 1

As can be seen in Table 1, where the specification of the three cohorts is listed, all
taxpayers in cohort 1 use paper filing in 2013 and E-filing in 2015. The split into two groups
occurs in 2014 (t=0) where one group of taxpayers starts to file online (treated) while the
other group does not (control). The same logic follows for cohort 2 and 3 where t=0 is
pushed to 2015 (cohort 2) and 2016 (cohort 3). To get as much statistical power as possible,
the three cohorts are pooled together6 for t−1, t=0 and t+1. For this estimation, tax year

6In this process, a few extreme values, caused by misreporting and scanning errors, were manually
removed.
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controls are included to account for year-specific effects.
In the baseline specification of the difference-in-differences estimation, I use capital gains

in SEK as the outcome variable. However, using level values of this variable could entail
problems with outliers, from large variation in capital accumulations of taxpayers, which
cannot be corrected for by taking logs due to the existence of capital losses (negative num-
bers). Thus, in a second specification, I make an inverse hyperbolic sine transformation for
this variable. The inverse hyperbolic sine transformation is defined as:

sinh−1(x) = ln(x+
√
x2 + 1) (8)

Where x is the variable of transformation (reported capital balance). This transformation is
possible for both positive and negative values and shares the features of a log transformation
in removing the effect of outliers and interpreting marginal effects as percentage changes7.

Further, to identify potential changes in the use of flat-rate taxation from E-filing, I
construct two additional variables8. First, a proxy-variable for using 20% flat-rate taxation.
I calculate this variable by dividing the reported selling price by the buying price and assign
a ratio in the range of 4.99 to 5.019 the value 1 to indicate the use of flat-rate taxation.
Values outside of this range are given a value of 0. This variable does not capture all
taxpayers using flat-rate taxation since flat-rate must not be applied for all transactions,
but taxpayers who used flat-rate for all reported buying prices. Second, I calculate a variable
for a gain-ratio larger than from the use of flat-rate taxation, i.e., a variable taking the value
1 to indicate a gain-ratio larger than flat-rate taxation (5.01) and 0 otherwise. With these
variables, I can evaluate whether the E-filing service has an effect on the use of flat-rate
taxation.

7The interpretation of marginal effects as percentage changes is under certain assumptions, which seem
valid in my setting considering that the change in gains (SEK) to its pre- and post-treatment values corre-
spond approximately to the percentage change from the estimation of the IHS (see results section, Figure 3
and Table 5).

8These two variables are for a reduced number of observations due to failed scanning of buying and
selling prices of paper filers.

9The ratio is set to the range 4.99 to 5.01 instead of sharp at 5 to account for manual calculations and
rounding of numbers by paper-filing taxpayers.
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6 Descriptive Statistics

Table 2 displays descriptive statistics for the original sample split by paper- and E-filers.
All taxpayers in this sample sold tradable securities in the period 2013-2017. The table lists
mean, min, and max values of the main outcome variables (final tax balance and reported
capital balance) and other covariates. The standard deviations are large, but considering
the population, taxpayers with sold tradable securities, the variation is not unreasonable.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics – Paper and E-filers

E-filers Paper filers
Mean Min Max Mean Min Max

Final tax balance 19.6 -1,300.6 145,238.6 63.8 -5,619.2 312,750.4
(+ for deficit) (218.0) (859.6)
capital gains 21.4 -2,383,773.1 481,721.7 61.0 -104,103.6 1,268,796.9

(2,415.2) (2,248.3)
Taxable employ- 461.6 0 67,642.0 372.9 0 276,617.7
ment income (400.3) (656.9)
Age 47.85 0 106 61.16 0 110

(16.46) (19.02)
Fraction Men 0.68 0.57

Observations 1,249,052 759,990

Share of obs.
2013 0.487 0.513
2014 0.507 0.493
2015 0.578 0.422
2016 0.638 0.362
2017 0.690 0.310

Notes: Monetary values are inflation adjusted (2015) and expressed in 1,000 SEK.
Standard deviations are provided in parenthesis.

As can be seen on the first and second row, paper filers on average have noticeably higher
final tax balance deficits and capital gains than E-filers. There are large differences in terms
of age and gender, where the average paper-filer is around 15 years older, and the share of
men among paper filers is around 10 percentage points lower. Further, as can be seen at the
bottom of the table, the share of E-filers increases with more than 20 percentage points from
2013 to 2017. Table A1 (Appendix) displays descriptive statistics for the original sample
without the split into paper- and E-filers.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics - Treatment and Control Group

Treatment Group Control Group
Mean Min Max Mean Min Max

Final tax balance
t−1 56.7 -1,152.3 42,956.6 57.4 -1,303.1 35,936.4

(499) (476.5)
t=0 44.0 -627.6 12,536.4 68.7 -1,152.3 24,751.1

(269.5) (475.5)
t+1 50.2 -452.4 8,400.5 66.4 -1,050.6 27,847.6

(256.5) (441.5)
capital gains
t−1 60.2 -8,763.1 53,386.8 73.8 -6,963.1 119,886.6

(821) (1347.5)
t=0 47.8 -12,036.4 25,750.8 76.9 -2,672.1 72,942.8

(453) (908)
t+1 62.8 -2,362.1 26,034.1 74.2 -4,201.1 92,780.6

(513) (1008)
Flat-Rate
t−1 0.071 0.069
t=0 0.087 0.072
t+1 0.098 0.99
Taxable employ-
ment income
t−1 488.5 0 31,921.5 492.9 0 43,394.8

(634) (705)
t=0 491.5 0 22,097.3 500.6 0 31,921.5

(556) (679)
t+1 502.7 0 15,742.8 504.4 0 18,096.6

(561) (605)
Age 52.33 54.66

(17.08) (16.97)
Fraction Men 0.67 0.66

Observations 44,460 36,534

Notes: Monetary values are inflation adjusted (2015) and expressed in 1,000 SEK.
Standard deviations are provided in parenthesis.
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As described in the methodology, I construct three cohorts of treatment- and control
groups, which are then pooled together to one treatment- and one control group. Table 3
presents descriptive statistics of the two groups for year t−1 (prior to treatment) to t+1
(post-treatment). Both groups paper-file in t−1 and E-file in t+1. The separation into
treatment- and control group occurs in t=0 where taxpayers who E-file form a treatment
group and taxpayers who paper-file a control group. The two groups appear balanced over
time in capital gains and the use of flat-rate taxation (except for in treatment year, t=0)
and taxable employment income. The distance in age and gender ratio is small.
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7 Results

7.1 Bunching Estimator

Figure 1 displays histograms of taxpayers with a final tax balance of absolute value smaller
than 10,000. A positive number on the X-axis implies a final tax balance deficit, and a
negative number implies a surplus. The bins count the number of taxpayers located in a
range of 250 SEK, which is summed at the Y-axis. The smallest bin size providing a smooth
continuous distribution is by visual inspection identified to 200 SEK. Thus, a partition on
250 SEK bins is made to allow for sensitivity analysis using smaller bins. The excluded area,
that is to be estimated, is within the vertical dashed inner lines (green). The area is chosen
from visual inspection and consists of the range (− 625, + 625), i.e., the bin including zero
(− 125, + 125) and an additional two bins on both sides. The observed distribution outside
of the excluded area that is used for the estimation of the counterfactual distribution ends
with the outer dashed vertical lines (red).

In the positive interval of panel a, which includes the full sample of taxpayers within
the 10,000 SEK range, an area below the purple counterfactual distribution is not met by
the bins counting the number of taxpayers (observed distribution). Around the zero final
tax balance, an excess mass is evident in the distribution.

In panel b and c, the taxpayers are split up by E-filers and paper filers. Following
previous bunching literature, I keep the same bin width and estimation area as for the full
sample. Thus, I can see how the two groups contribute to the excess mass seen for all
taxpayers. The two distributions are both skewed, E-filers to the right, and paper filers
to the left. Bunching around the zero final tax balance is evident for both groups but
appears more sizable for paper filers with a considerable area in the loss domain where the
observed distribution does not meet the counterfactual. The corresponding area for E-filers
is limited. However, for the bins just around the zero final tax balance, the excess mass
appears symmetric for paper filers while for E-filers it appears skewed to the right.

Specification 1 of Table 4 reports corresponding reduced form estimates. As can be seen,
t-statistics are large, and all the estimates are statistically significant at a 1% level. The
estimates confirm that the excess mass is substantially higher among paper filers (18.8%)
than among E-filers (9.2%). Sensitivity analysis with narrower (200 SEK) and wider (300
SEK) bins are displayed in specification 1 and 2 of Table A2 (Appendix). These results
confirm the main results, the excess mass is larger among paper filers.
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Figure 1: Bunching Visualization - 10,000 SEK Range

Notes: This Figure displays histograms (bin width 250 SEK) of taxpayers final tax balances.
Positive and negative liabilities up to 10,000 SEK are included. Monetary values are
expressed in 2015 SEK.
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Some points are important to note here. This wide and high degree of excess mass around
the zero final tax balance is not surprising in a Swedish context. In Sweden, employers
make withdrawals for taxpayers in accordance with wages and tax-rates, which creates a
high precision in preliminary tax balances. Considering that the population is taxpayers
who reported tradable assets, this peak is likely smaller than a corresponding peak for all
taxpayers since capital gains and losses create divergences from the preliminary balance.
Further, as displayed in Table 2 in Chapter 6, the age-difference between paper- and E-
filing taxpayers in the original sample is huge. Thus, it is presumably more taxpayers with
pension income among paper filers than among E-filers. It is conceivable that income from
pensions is easier to predict due to an expected decrease in the individual level variation of
such income. This would result in increased accuracy in the preliminary tax balances and a
larger peak in the distribution. Considering this, and the lack of theoretical justification for
a higher degree of loss aversion among paper filers, it is difficult to attribute this wide peak
to bunching from loss aversion without comparing it to preliminary balances. However, such
analysis is out of scope for this paper due to lack off data.

Table 4: Bunching Estimation

Actual Counterfactual % Excess
Taxpayers Taxpayers Taxpayers Taxpayers t-statistic

All 111,792 98,829 13.1% 34.58***
(1) E-filers 63,769 58,397 9.2% 18.13***

Paper Filers 48,023 40,409 18.8% 31.31***

All 9,153 8,574 6.8% 5.16***
(2) E-filers 5,323 4,765 11.7% 6.42***

Paper Filers 3,830 3,787 1.1% 0.76

Notes: Specification (1) contains observations (n=1,100,168) within a range of final tax
balances of 10,000 (absolute value) corresponding to Figure 1. Specification (2) contains
observations (n=171,326) for a range of 1,000 (absolute value) corresponding to Figure 2.
Number of actual and counterfactual taxpayers is counted from within the excluded area.
T-statistics are obtained from a bootstrap procedure with 1,000 iterations. Monetary values
are expressed in 2015 SEK. ***, **, * indicates a p-value <0.01, <0.05, and <0.1.

As described in the theoretical framework, E-filing taxpayers have full information about
their final tax balance after reporting tradable security transactions and before submitting
their tax declaration. Paper filers have information about their preliminary tax balance,
before reporting tradable asset transactions and additional deductions, but will not know
their final tax balance with certainty. Thus, if there is an effect of salience on loss aversion,
E-filing taxpayers should be precise in their efforts of getting rid of losses due to the salient
information provided, which lowers the adjustment cost. This would also explain the skew-
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ness of the excess mass around the zero final tax balance for E-filers and the corresponding
symmetric mass for paper filers. To test this prediction, I reduce the range of the final tax
balance to include observations up to an absolute value of 1,000 SEK. Since the number of
observations is higher in this area, I partition on smaller bins and maintain the smoothness
of the distribution. The bins are split up into 30 SEK intervals, which allows me to per-
form sensitivity analysis with fairly smooth distributions. By visual inspection, I choose the
excluded area to include the range (−75, 15).

Figure 2 displays the resulting histograms where panel a shows the histogram of all
taxpayers. Excess bunching is evident around zero, and the distribution is symmetric.
Keeping the same bin size, excluded area, and estimation area, in panel b and c the taxpayers
are divided into subgroups of E-filers and paper filers. For E-filers, there is a mass of excess
bunching located with precision on the surplus side of the zero final tax balance. The
counterfactual distribution is slightly skewed to the right with more taxpayers in the gain
domain. A corresponding mass is not evident for paper filers where there are two small
spikes that are in line with trends coming from both the positive and negative domain. The
distribution and counterfactual distribution are fairly symmetric.

The reduced form estimates, shown in specification 2 of Table 4, confirm the visual
results. E-filing taxpayers bunch just above the zero final tax balance, with an excess mass
of 11.7%, significant at a 1% level. The excess mass of paper filers is 1.1% and statistically
insignificant. Sensitivity analysis (specification 3 and 4 of Table A2 (Appendix)), with
different bin size, confirm these results. There is no statistically significant bunching among
paper filers10, implying that the effect is driven entirely by bunching among E-filers.

Considering previous evidence and the theoretical predictions, the peak in the distribu-
tion of E-filers is likely due to loss aversion. The absence of peak among paper filers further
indicates that the peak could be due to salience, that the lowered adjustment cost from the
information provided to E-filing taxpayers about the final tax balance, f , has an effect on
their reporting behavior. Below, I evaluate if the shift in the final tax balance distribution
can be attributed to manipulation of reported capital gains among E-filers.

10Using a bin width of 25 SEK entails statistical significance at the 10% level for an excess mass of 3.2%.
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Figure 2: Bunching Visualization - 1,000 SEK Range

Notes: This Figure displays histograms (bin width 30 SEK) of taxpayers final tax balances.
Positive and negative liabilities up to 1,000 SEK are included. Monetary values are expressed
in 2015 SEK.
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7.2 Difference-in-Differences Estimator

Figure 3 plots mean values of the reported capital gains for the treatment- and control group.
The X-axis contains information about the time period where t−1 is when all taxpayers
paper file and t+1 when all taxpayers E-file. The year of separate treatment is in t=0 when
one group E-file (treatment) and the other group paper file (control). In the top graph,
the outcome variable is capital gains in SEK while the bottom graph includes the inverse
hyperbolic sine transformation in order to reduce the influence of outliers. The treatment
group exhibit on average lower capital gains than the control group for all the years of
reporting. For both outcome variables, the difference between the two groups increases in
the treatment period (t=0) but then converge back the subsequent period (t+1) where all
taxpayers E-file. Thus the assumption of parallel trends appears to be valid - the distance
between the two groups a year prior to- and post-treatment, with no difference in treatment,
is very similar. The only period where the confidence intervals of the two groups do not
overlap and where there is a clear deviation is in the treatment period. This provides
graphical evidence of the effects of E-filing on the reporting of capital gains.

Specification 1 and 2 of Table 5 presents estimates of the effect that was evident in
Figure 3. In the first specification, the dependent variable is capital gains in SEK (as in the
top graph of Figure 3), in the second inverse hyperbolic sine (bottom graph of Figure 3).
The DID-estimate is negative for both specifications, which suggest that when taxpayers E-
file, their capital gains decrease compared to if they would have paper filed. Specification 1
suggests an average decrease of 17,675 SEK, and in specification 2 the decrease is estimated
to −24%.

Specification 3 and 4 models the variables for capturing changes in the use of flat-rate
taxation. The calculation of the variables requires data on reported buying- and selling
prices, which reduces the sample size considerably compared to specification 1 and 2. This
from failed scanning of annexes of paper filing taxpayers. In specification 3, the proxy for
the use of flat-rate taxation is modeled. The use of the E-filing service is linked to an
increase in the use of flat-rate taxation by 1.3 percentage points. Considering the mean of
the treatment- and control group in the baseline year (7%), this increase is substantial.
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Figure 3: Graphical Results - the Effects of E-filing

Notes: This Figure presents the mean values of reported capital gains (SEK) for the treatment
and control group. In the lower Figure, the outcome variable is transformed using the
formula inverse hyperbolic sine. The X-axis displays the time period. The vertical black line
denotes the period of separate treatment for the groups. All amounts are expressed in 2015 SEK.
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Table 5: Difference-in-Differences Estimation

Estimate (1) (2) (3) (4)

DID -17,675* -0.24** 0.013*** -0.009**

(10,448) (0.112) (0.004) (0.003)

Dependent variable Levels IHS Flat-Rate Gain-Ratio
Observations 80,994 80,994 56,652 56,652

Notes: All regressions are estimated using OLS with individual and time
fixed effects. Standard errors (clustered at individual level) are provided
in parentheses. In (2) the dependent variable is transformed using the
formula inverse hyperbolic sine. (3) Is a proxy for using flat-rate taxation.
(4) Is a variable indicating a gain-ratio larger than the use of flat-rate
taxation. All amounts are expressed in 2015 SEK. ***, **, * indicates a
p-value <0.01, <0.05, and <0.1.

The salient option of aid in calculation and comparison of average and flat-rate buying
prices likely reduces gains of taxpayers with high capital gain-ratios. However, the maximum
reduction in capital gains a taxpayer can get from using flat-rate taxation is when, instead
of reporting a buying price of zero, the taxpayer uses flat-rate and reports 20% of the selling
price. Assuming that all taxpayers who start using flat-rate on all transactions when E-filing
(1.3 percentage points) are of this type, and that these taxpayers are a random sample from
the distribution of taxpayers, the maximum degree of explanation on capital gains would
be −0.26%11. Compared to the average effect from specification 2, −24%, this effect is
negligible. However, the estimated effect of 1.3 percentage points increase in the use of flat-
rate taxation is a proxy measure, capturing taxpayers who employ flat-rate taxation on all
transactions. Thus, the actual increase in the use of flat-rate taxation is likely higher, since
the option must not be employed on all transactions but can be used only for transactions
where it is favorable. Still, the maximum decrease in capital gains a taxpayer can get from
using flat-rate is 20%, and the effect of employing flat-rate on single transactions should be
moderate for the total capital gains reported.

Specification 4, which models the variable indicating a gain ratio larger than the use
of flat-rate taxation, further confirms the results from specification 3. The negative point
estimate suggests that large gain-ratios are reduced for E-filers compared to paper filers.
Thus, specification 3 and 4 show that taxpayers are bounded in their attention and ability
to gather relevant information. Without aid in the calculation of average buying prices,
taxpayers seem to optimize their reported capital gains to a lower degree although they
have the legal right to reduce their taxes.

11−20*0.013=−0.26%
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7.3 Sensitivity Analysis

7.3.1 Placebo Treatment and Diagnostics

Placebo estimates, corresponding to the estimates displayed in Table 5, are presented in
Table 6. In all specifications, the year of separate treatment is omitted, and the placebo
difference in treatment is set to t+1 where all taxpayers E-file. Thus, if the identifying
assumption holds, there should be no significant estimate for any specification since no
actual difference in treatment occurs in the period of interaction.

Table 6: Difference-in-Differences - Placebo Estimates

Estimate (1) (2) (3) (4)

DID 2,101 0.063 -0.002 -0.006*

(16,283) (0.138) (0.005) (0.004)

Dependent variable Levels IHS Flat-Rate Gain-Ratio
Observations 53,996 53,996 37,768 37,768

Notes: All regressions are estimated using OLS with individual and time
fixed effects. Standard errors (clustered at individual level) are provided in
parentheses. All amounts are expressed in 2015 SEK. ***, **, * indicates
a p-value <0.01, <0.05, and <0.1.

As seen in the Table, all estimates are small in magnitude and statistically insignificant
(at a 5% significance level) with large standard errors. The coefficients of specification 1-3
switch signs compared to the main results. Specification 4 is marginally significant, but the
estimate is smaller in magnitude and its precision substantially lower compared to the main
results. Overall, the placebo results strengthen the credibility of the identifying assumption
that in the absence of actual difference in treatment, the outcomes of the two groups evolve
the same.

Specification 1 of Table 7 displays the estimate of a linear probability model where
the outcome is an indicator variable which takes the value 1 for an increase in reported
capital gains in t=0 compared to t−1, and 0 for a decrease. Specification 2 is analogous to
specification 1, but for a period forward, i.e., the outcome variable takes the value 1 for an
increase in capital gains in t+1 compared to t=0. The explanatory variable is if a taxpayer
is in the treatment- or control group.
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Table 7: Difference-in-Differences - Diagnostics

Estimate (1) (2)

Treatment Group -0.010 0.011*

(0.006) (0.006)

Dependent variable ∆Gain ∆Gain t+1
Observations 26,998 26,998

Notes: All regressions are estimated using OLS with individual
and time fixed effects. Standard errors (clustered at individual
level) are provided in parentheses. Specification 1 and 2 models a
dummy variable taking value 1 for increased capital gains and 0
for decreased. All amounts are expressed in 2015 SEK. ***, **, *
indicates a p-value <0.01, <0.05, and <0.1.

Thus, in specification 1, taxpayers in the treatment group change to E-filing. The
estimate suggests that the probability of increasing capital gains decreases with 1% when a
taxpayer E-files compared to when paper filing. Specification 2 indicates that this distance is
removed when the control group starts to E-file in t+1. However, the estimates are not that
precise. Still, the signs of the coefficients are in line with theory and the main results. The
distance in the probability of increasing capital gains, caused by the difference in treatment,
appears to be removed when the two groups get the same treatment status.

7.3.2 Heterogeneity Analysis

Graphical evidence of subsamples for men (Figure A2) and women (Figure A3) can be found
in the Appendix. For capital gains in SEK, the effect appears larger for women and the
opposite for the IHS, where the effect appears larger for men. In all graphs, the treatment-
and control groups appear comparable in the absence of difference in treatment, except for
the IHS specification for women where there is no clear treatment effect, and the distance
between the two groups decreases in t+1.
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Table 8: Difference-in-Differences Estimation - Subsamples

DID-sample (1) (2) (3) (4)

Male -18,872 -0.30** 0.013*** −0.008**

(15,559) (0.141) (0.004) (0.004)

Observations 53,859 53,859 38,205 38,205

Female -14,805** -0.14 0.012* −0.012**
(5,927) (0.183) (0.007) (0.006)

Observations 27,135 27,135 18,447 18,447

Dependent variable Levels IHS Flat-Rate Gain-Ratio

Notes: All regressions are estimated using OLS with individual and time
fixed effects. Standard errors (clustered at individual level) are provided
in parentheses. In (2) the dependent variable is transformed using the
formula inverse hyperbolic sine. (3) Is a proxy for using flat-rate taxation.
(4) Is a variable indicating a gain-ratio larger than the use of flat-rate
taxation. All amounts are expressed in 2015 SEK. ***, **, * indicates a
p-value <0.01, <0.05, and <0.1.

Parametric estimates of the subsamples, displayed in Table 8, confirm this. As can be
seen in specification 2, the estimate for men is stronger compared to the full sample estimate
and indicates a 30% reduction from E-filing. For women, the effect is weaker, where the
point estimate of−14% is statistically insignificant. However, the sample size is substantially
smaller for women - this could be a contributing factor to the impaired precision. Using
capital gains in SEK as the outcome variable, the estimate is slightly larger among men but
loses its precision, while for women, the effect is statistically significant. The results for the
use of flat-rate and decreased gain-ratios do not alter the full sample results but provide
similar point estimates. Overall, the results of the subsample analysis suggest that the effect
of E-filing on capital gains could be larger for men. However, the lack of precision in the
levels estimate for men, and in the IHS estimate for women (for which the validity of the
identifying assumption is uncertain), cast doubts upon this and the issue would need more
analysis for being able to assert reliable conclusions. However, since there seems to be an
effect for both genders and only a difference in magnitude, I leave such extended analysis
for a future study to address due to time limitation.
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8 Conclusion

This paper shows that the use of the Swedish E-filing service has an effect on the reporting
behavior of taxpayers. The zero final tax balance is shown to be a significant reference point
to E-filing taxpayers for which an excess mass, situated on the surplus side of the reference
point, is visually striking and estimated parametrically to 11.7%. A corresponding mass of
paper filers is not evident and statistically indistinguishable from 0%. Considering previous
evidence and theoretical predictions, this points in the direction of loss aversion induced
by salience in the E-filing service. As the sample only contains observations for taxpayers
with sold tradable securities, it is conceivable that the effect could be even larger for a full
population of taxpayers.

This paper cannot clearly identify if E-filers, in order to evade taxes and to avoid final
tax balance deficits (losses), manipulate capital reports. However, reported capital gains
decrease by on average 24% when taxpayers E-file. This decrease is to a small extent
attributed the E-filing service assisting taxpayers with high capital gain ratios in choosing
the most tax efficient legal method in the reporting of capital gains. This is shown by
a significant increase by 1.3% in the use of flat-rate reporting of buying prices when E-
filing. However, the degree of explanation from this channel on decreases in capital gains is
estimated to 0.26%, which is negligible in comparison to the average decrease from E-filing
(24%). Thus, to a large extent, the effect of E-filing on the reporting of capital gains is
unexplained.

The E-filing service undoubtedly rationalizes the process of filing taxes in Sweden. How-
ever, using the E-filing service, information is provided and presented in a more salient man-
ner, which alters reporting behavior. This shift in salience could potentially pose a threat
to tax compliance. Thus, a recommendation to the Swedish Tax Agency is to evaluate how
information about the final tax balance should be presented to avoid potential salience bias
while at the same time keeping taxpayers informed about their taxes. If the present shape
is considered the best option, I would recommend the Tax Agency to, when performing
audits, target individuals who before submitting their tax declaration update their capital
reports or deductions multiple times.
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Appendices

Figure A1: Information Box provided in the E-filing Service

Notes: This Figure presents the information box provided to E-filers from the tax year of 2015
and forward. A green box (left) indicates a final tax balance surplus and a red box (right) a deficit.

Table A1: Descriptive Statistics - Original Sample

Full Sample
Mean Min Max

Final tax balance 38.5 −5,619.2 312,750.4
(+ for deficit) (586.4)

Capital gains 38.4 -2,383,773.1 1,268,796.9
(2,345.2)

Taxable employ- 424.3 0 276,617.7
ment income (525.5)

Age 53.56 0 110
(18.80)

Fraction Men 0.63

Observations 2,187,304

Notes: Monetary values are inflation adjusted (2015) and expressed in 1,000
SEK. Standard deviations are provided in parenthesis.
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Table A2: Bunching Estimation - Sensitivity Analysis

Actual Counterfactual % Excess
Taxpayers Taxpayers Taxpayers Taxpayers t-statistic

All 108,062 97,566 10.8% 25.53***
(1) E-filers 61,949 57,744 7.3% 12.74***

Paper Filers 46,113 39,884 15.6% 22.24***

All 108,053 95,318 13.4% 45.53***
(2) E-filers 62,198 56,727 9.6% 18.85***

Paper Filers 45,855 38,563 18.9% 32.60***

All 10,213 9,507 7.4% 5.77***
(3) E-filers 5,323 4,765 10.7% 5.57***

Paper Filers 4,298 4,166 3.2% 1.83*

All 10,118 9,530 6.2% 5.3***
(4) E-filers 5,840 5,327 9.6% 5.62***

Paper Filers 4,278 4,201 1.8% 1.17

Notes: Specification (1) and (2) contains observations (n=1,100,168) within a range of final tax
balances of 10,000 (absolute value) corresponding to Figure 1 but with a bin width of 200 SEK
(1) and 300 SEK (2). Specification (3) and (4) contains observations (n=171,326) for a range
of 1,000 (absolute value) corresponding to Figure 2 but with a bin width of 25 SEK (3) and 50
SEK (4). Number of actual and counterfactual taxpayers is counted from within the excluded
area. T-statistics are obtained from a bootstrap procedure with 500 iterations. Monetary values
are expressed in 2015 SEK. ***, **, * indicates a p-value <0.01, <0.05, and <0.1.
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Figure A2: Graphical Results - the Effects of E-filing, Subsample Male

Notes: This Figure presents a subsample of male mean values of reported capital gains (SEK) for
the treatment and control group. In the lower Figure, the outcome variable is transformed using
the formula inverse hyperbolic sine. The X-axis displays the time period. The vertical black line
denotes the period of separate treatment for the groups. All amounts are expressed in 2015 SEK.
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Figure A3: Graphical Results - the Effects of E-filing, Subsample Female

Notes: This Figure presents a subsample of female mean values of reported capital gains (SEK)
for the treatment and control group. In the lower Figure, the outcome variable is transformed
using the formula inverse hyperbolic sine. The X-axis displays the time period. The vertical
black line denotes the period of separate treatment for the groups. All amounts are expressed
in 2015 SEK.
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